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Book Reviews
Pierre D. Thionet. Quelques problemes concernant les sondages. Goettingen:
Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht. 1978. 137pp.
The publication reviewed is number 9 in tbe series" Applied Statistics and
Econometrics" edited by Gerhard Tintner, Pierre Desire Thionet, and Heinrich
Strecker. The purpose of the series is to publish papers "too long for ordinary
journal articles, but not long enough for books. . . . . . Upon acceptance, speedy
publication can be promised". The abstracts in English, French, and German, usual
in this series, are missing from the copy reviewed.
The book consists of ten chapters: sampling theory; multi -stage sampling and
other fundamental problems; optimum stratification; variances; sampling with
replacement and other theoretical issues; experimental design;information theory; a
posteriori raising factors; order statistics; Bayesian methOds. Such an ambitious
content within 130 pages requires parsimonious presentation. One chapter has been
squeezed into hardly more than four pages. The chapter on a posteriori raising
factors will be useful in developing countries and particularly when samples do not
work out as designed. It will also be refreshing to those limited to the literature in
the English language.
The topic treatment is uneven in the sense that some chapters are limited to a
reviewof literature, while others follow an introduction to literature with substantive
material, mainly from the auth.or's own writings and those of his students. Readers
will find it an important and valuable book, particularly anglophone readers, whose
erudition might have been limited to English-language literature. Much of the book
is a formidable and erudite tour d' horizon. Its value lies in constructing not so much
a comprehensive whole, but in showing how the many disparate parts in the legion of
journal articles, proceedings contributions, and edited book chapters, fit eventually
all together. In weaving French contributions into the world developments the
author displays some egocentricity.
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Those brought up on the (fairy?) tales of Sir Ronald and the Pearsons (refusing sugar from the same bowl during tea breaks) will find no echoes of this fight of
the giants in the Thionet overview. One method of resource allocation in sample
design is even labelled Neyman -Yates; strange bedfellows and Sir Ronald must be
turning in his grave. Some lesser fights are presented and concluded with the
philosophical remark that "the issue seems to be less burning in 1975" then previously (p.68). There is much undiluted, commonsensical wisdom throughout, but
surely the cost of enumerators is a real cost even if paid out of an external budget,
rather than the given survey allocation. The" free" enumerator hours are not free
societally and should enter into designs considerations. Thionet deplores the paucity

of data on financialcosts and the time taken - an areain whichthe guiltof surveytakers in developing countries is probably greater than in developed countries.
Idiosyncrasiesof Indian statisticians are brought out for the reader's attention.
Of the close to a dozen" classics" on sampling (Deming, Yates, Hansen et al.,
Cochran, Sukhatme, Kish, Murthy, Som, and Sudman) the author makes no use of
the last four. Every reader will find his pet omissions. The reviewer missed the
literature on response variance (Bershad et al. seminal article in Tokyo and Fellegi's
work in Canada), randomized response achievements (except p. 11), dual system
estimations and their variances, but every reader is also bound to have darker comers
of his knowledge illuminated and some cobwebs swept away. Few will equal
Thionet's erudition. Some formulations will appear strange to well-informed readers
and much emphasis will be found misplaced by others. To pronounce on some of
the chronology suggested by Thionet in contributions from various writers would
require more time, effort, and space than a reviewer can afford. All this will be only
to the good of the victims of English-language and particularly North American
ethnocentricity.
There is no index and the bibliographic procedures are anarchistic. The French
terminology is sui generis, but there are a few expressions in English where equally
good or better terms in French are available. Generally, Paenson's glossary
(pergamon and UNESCO 1970) is little being sinned against. The author is liberally
unpendantic: for sampling without replacement he uses both "tirage sans remise"
and" tirage exhaustif" (paenson admits both; p. 380).
The book closes citing Lindley's proclamation of the next century as the
century of Bayesians; Robbins envisions in such a development the coming of the
Dark Ages. Both calls were made in 1974 at the Conference on Directions for
Mathematical Statistics at the University of Alberta in Edmonton, from where this
review is fittingly signed.
Universityof Alberta,
Edmonton, Canada.

KarolJ. Krotki
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S. M. Naseem. Underdevelopment, Poverty and Inequality in Pakistan.
Lahore: Vanguard Publications Ltd. 1981. 323 pp.
This should be counted among the better books published on Pakistan's
economy in that it is analytical and not merely descriptive. That the book's contents
may not match the expectations created by its title reflects not the author's failing
alone, but also the fragmented state of information about the economy itself. I
think Professor Naseem has made good use of the available data, although in places
his argument is tedious and merely rhetorical.
The book covers a large number of issues, and brings together the author's
published and unpublished research in these areas. While it does not have a defmite
focus, it articulates a point of view, which is critical of the dominant ideology of
growthmanship through private enterprise and the consequent foreign-sector orientation of the economy, neglecting the real issues of structural change and equity. He
even castigates the short-lived experiment of "socialism" in the early Seventies as
whimsical and ad hoc.
The book is divided into five parts, each of which carries arguments on a
particular issue. Part I contains a historical backdrop and a review of the resource
endowment of the country at the time of its creation in 1947. There is little controversy about the fact that Pakistan's rural economy was predominantly feudal; it
could not be called resource-poor, except with respect to its "human capital" which
needed rapid transformation.
In Part II, the author focuses on the aggregateperformance of the economy in
the first twenty-five years, analysing quite critically the issues of growth (in agriculture and industry) and income distribution. There is much merit in his criticism
of (a) the import-substitution policy favouring consumer goods, (b) the emphasis on
large and not small manufacturing capacity, and (c) the almost obsessive concern
with the foreign exchange constraint and not the domestic saving constraint. The
author's analysis of agricultural growth is valid, except for the superfluous discussion
of employment and underemployment. His grasp of the real issues in agriculture is
good, as his discussion on use of tractors clearly reflects. The weakest chapter in Part
II is that on income distribution and poverty. This is due partly to the limited nature
and quality of relevant data and partly to reliance on conceptually dubious methods
of measurement of poverty.
Part III is entirely, and correctly, devoted to the analysis of agrarian structure
in recognition of the dominance of agriculture and the significanceof the production
and income-creating effects of the asymmetrical relations on land. The author
highlights changes in the agrarian structure in the inter -census period of 1960 1972. As the author admits, the census data are at best useful for analysing changes
in land use by farm size and tenancy. These data do not tell us anything about
changes in landownership. However, they do indicate increasing trend of land

